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“The purpose of Speak↑ is to enable open communication between students and instructors of large lectures.”
Overview

- Tasks
- Revised UI Design
- Scenarios (Live Demo)
- Tools
- Next Steps
The Tasks

- Ask
- Answer
- Feedback
Previous UI Design

![Previous UI Design Diagram]
Revised UI Design

- Feedback
  - Clarity
    - Slider
  - Place
    - Slider
  - Tone/Flow
    - Slider
  - Enter additional comments here.
- Ask
  - Popular Questions
    - Can you please describe low-fi prototyping in more detail?
    - What does blue signify when it is used in design?
    - Why are concept videos an important part of the development process?
  - Enter question here
- Answer
  - What type of prototyping involves paper?
    - Lo-fi
    - Mid-fi
    - Hi-fi
    - Wi-fi
Revised UI Design

Home | Feedback | Ask | Answer
Revised UI Design
Scenarios

Live demo...GET EXCITED!!!
Tools

proto.io

Invision

Marvel

Paletton
Summary

- Constructed Mid-Fi Prototype
- Incorporated Feedback

Next Steps:
- Continue User Testing, Heuristic Evaluation
- Construct Hi-Fi Prototype
Thank You!